
ABOUT US

TO THE MARKET is a software platform enabling transparency in
the supply chain.  We provide clients the most ethical and
sustainable suppliers, as well as ESG metrics on the power of
their better purchasing decisions.

How to Communicate Impact to

Your Audience

WHITE PAPER

Building a sustainable company with
traceable and transparent supply chains
requires great effort. You are sourcing
products responsibly, but how are you
conveying these details to your clients
and customers? The key is
communicating impact data through
methods that resonate with your
audience.

Public opinion is clear: clients want
suppliers who make a difference, and
consumers are willing to pay more for
sustainable products. But it is up to your
company to prove to those clients and
consumers that you are genuinely
committed to sustainability. Here are a
few methods that we have utilized with
our  clients at TO THE MARKET.

Introduction

76%

95%

of consumers want more information on
the social and environmental impact of

their clothes.  (Futerra)

of consumers say brands that provide
consumers with detailed information

about their product or service earn their
trust. (Futerra)

https://sustainablebrands.com/read/marketing-and-comms/majority-of-us-consumers-say-they-will-pay-more-for-sustainable-products
https://wearefuterra.com/thinks/the-honest-product-guide
https://wearefuterra.com/thinks/the-honest-product-guide


Individual product listings for lifestyle brand Polished Prints include an Impact
Section beneath the product specifications. In a concise paragraph, consumers
are informed that Polished Prints’ “Be The Good” t-shirt avoided 3,333.32kg of
emissions compared to standard manufacturing, saved 46,603L of water and
26,514kWh of energy, while creating 1,277 hours of fair wage work. Consumers
who read the entire product description will also learn from the listing that the t-
shirt is made from 100% organic cotton with non-toxic dyes and eco-friendly,
water-based inks – but the impact section's simple formatting allows busier
consumers to learn the key facts in a quick scan, right as they're deciding
whether or not to add the item to their cart.

Case Study: Share Impact on Individual

Product Listings
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https://polished-prints.com/collections/adult/products/be-the-good-unisex-1


For online and offline purchases, over 80% of people will research a business,
brand, product, or service via the internet (Multiverse Media Group). Conscious
apparel brand Slow Yourself Down devotes one of the central links on the brand’s
website to explain its approach to sustainability to connect with environmentally-
conscious consumers. Such 'Impact' or 'Sustainability' pages may include details
about brand values, finer points of the company's ethical operations, or ways
sustainability aligns with the brand's image. (For example, Slow Yourself Down’s
priority on sustainability aligns with the brand’s goal of encouraging consumers to
live in the present moment.) 

Slow Yourself Down's sustainability page explains in a brand-aligned tone that the
company chooses to work with ethical suppliers that prioritize safe and fairly paid
working environments – as does TO THE MARKET’s syndicated supplier network.
The sustainability page also explains the earth-friendly processes used by Slow
Yourself Down’s suppliers, including working with 100% organic cotton from LEED-
certified factories to limit the use of toxic dyes in the manufacturing process.

Case Study: Feature a Sustainability Page on

Your Website
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https://www.multiversemediagroup.com/business-growth/how-website-design-and-development-affects-purchasing-decisions/
https://slowyourselfdown.com/pages/sustainability
https://slowyourselfdown.com/pages/sustainability


Videos get 1200% more shares than text and images combined (Wave.Video), so
compiling impact details into a video format has the potential to grab the attention
of a much greater audience. A  membership organization in the financial industry
featured a leather envelope sourced by TO THE MARKET in their annual meeting
gift bags. The bag’s impact was demonstrated through a video, which shared
some hard numbers on how much businesses spend on branded products each
year (as much as $24 billion), and how few of those products may actually align
with consumers’ values. The video highlights the pitfalls of traditional branded
product supply chains, including the risk of worker exploitation and environmental
damage, and how they contradict many companies’ ESG goals.

The video then explains the backstories of the product’s creators: each envelope
is handmade by talented Ethiopian makers at an organization that combats
exploitation in East Africa. In just over one minute, the video demonstrates exactly
what kind of difference this product is making – and why that difference is so
important.

Share Your Impact Via Video

Membership Organization in the Financial

Industry's Annual Meeting Video
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CLICK HERE TO WATCH

https://www.brightcove.com/en/blog/2017/01/how-transcripts-boost-video-seo
https://wave.video/blog/video-vs-text/
https://slowyourselfdown.com/pages/sustainability
https://slowyourselfdown.com/pages/sustainability
https://www.canva.com/design/DAFKWMrL9iY/aInXDh41aPf3fYWn7Hsk2w/watch?utm_content=DAFKWMrL9iY&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=publishsharelink


2Keep It Relevant

1Use Numbers and Qualitative Data

Numbers make a brand's impact immediately clear, and the
transparency serves as a push to continually improve. Avoid
overwhelming consumers with large data sets by using
infographics and charts that put the numbers into context.

Top 5 Takeaways: 

Communicating Impact

Instead of giving customers “homework,” bring the information to them. Make impact
data accessible enough that people can understand it at a glance. Consumers should
be able to find all the information they need with a quick scan so they can make
decisions about what to put into their shopping cart.

What does a kWh of energy look like? If you don't know, your customers won't
either. Comparing the impact to familiar references (like those below) allows the
consumer to put their impact into perspective.

To demonstrate impact
over time, update your
audience via email lists
or social media posts
about your aggregated
impact in a visual way.
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94%

89%

Top 5 Takeaways: 

3

Communicating Impact

Consumers are drawn to authenticity. Brands
should not be afraid to acknowledge which areas
of sustainability they are still working on and to be
open about the ways in which they are still
improving. Remaining transparent about both the
positive and the negative sides of the journey to
sustainability strengthens customer trust.

of people say a brand can
regain their trust if it admits to a

mistake and is transparent
about its steps to resolve the

issue. (Sprout Social)
 

of consumers would be more
loyal to brands that practice

transparency. (NBC)

Honesty Boosts Consumer Loyalty

Defining Transparency

HONESTY

CLARITY

OPENNESS

AUTHENTICITY

INTEGRITY COMMUNICATION
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https://sproutsocial.com/insights/data/social-media-transparency/
https://www.nbcnews.com/business/consumer/consumers-prefer-honest-brands-are-willing-pay-extra-them-n644916


There is no finish line in sustainability. Ideally,
goalposts will always be moving as the sustainable
processes and technology available to companies
improve. In this open-ended pursuit, perfect is the
enemy of good. Be open with customers about
aiming to consistently do better each day, rather
than waiting for the perfect moment to start. Let
consumers in on the process of setting
manageable, incremental goals each year rather
than abstract, unrealistic commitments to increase
consumer trust and loyalty.

YEAR 1

Sustainability Goal #1

YEAR 5
Sustainability Goal #3

YEAR 3

Sustainability Goal #2

4Focus On Progress Over Perfection

Top 5 Takeaways: 

Communicating Impact
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81%

of consumers across the globe said
they need to be able to trust the
brands they buy from. (Edelman)

https://www.edelman.com/sites/g/files/aatuss191/files/2019-07/2019_edelman_trust_barometer_special_report_in_brands_we_trust.pdf


5
While responsibly-made products are increasing in
demand, not every customer shares identical values.
Icons can highlight who made the product, which
materials it is made with, or which social causes will
benefit from its purchase. According to Deloitte,
these are the top five most important sustainable or
ethical practices consumers' consider:

Top 5 Takeaways: 

Communicating Impact

Highlight Specific Product Attributes

By a Women-Owned Business
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Icon Examples: "This Product is Made..."

With Recycled Materials

By ArtisansVegan-Friendly

65%

of buyers are visual
learners - meaning they

absorb the most
information when looking at

an image or graphic.
(Hubspot)

 Sustainable packaging and products
 Reducing waste in manufacturing processes
 Committing to ethical working practices
 Reducing carbon footprint
 Respect for human rights

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

https://www2.deloitte.com/uk/en/pages/consumer-business/articles/sustainable-consumer.html
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/infographic-stats


Utilize our expertise to customize your
designs or create a new one from scratch.
We will hone in on a look that will make your
branded products stand out.

OUR CAPABILITIES

Sourcing & Logistics

Impact Reporting

Design Services

With our vetted network of more than 200
syndicated suppliers in over 50 countries,
we will help match you with the ethical and
sustainable manufacturer that best fits your
needs.

We quantify the impact of your purchase to
extend that information to your end consumers
and help meet internal sustainability goals.

END-TO-END SUPPLY

CHAIN MANAGEMENT

& SUSTAINABILITY

SOLUTIONS

sales@tothemarket.com

READY TO SOURCE RESPONSIBLY?

CONTACT US!

www.tothemarket.com


